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Is Jesus a man or a woman? He is a man. If such a man, who has received God's love, God's life and
God's lineage, had met a woman who could create a relationship with him and they bore children, then
new children of God's direct lineage would have been born on this earth. Then, neither Christianity nor
the Vatican would be needed today. With the appearance of sons and daughters of Jesus' direct lineage, a
kingship and a true royal family would have finally begun on this earth and created one world.
This right of kingship would not initially have been a right of kingship for the whole world but one
starting in a single family. From the family, it would have advanced beyond being a family kingship, to
have become a tribal, a national, a worldwide and a cosmic kingship. Then there would be no need for
any Christian denominations or ministers. The Vatican would not be needed. Democracy would not be
needed. Democracy is an ideology based only on brotherhood. This is why people are fighting. Brothers
are fighting among themselves. Hence, the ideology upholding brotherhood should return to a parentcentered ideology and from there to the God-centered ideology of Godism.
What is the parent-centered ideology? It is the character of true parents that Adam and Eve were to have
fulfilled on earth. Next, what is the God-centered ideology? Since True Parents are the horizontal parents,
we also need the vertical parent. Therefore, the vertical parent-centered ideology is the God-centered
ideology. What we term as head-wing thought is the true parent-centered ideology and the vertical Godcentered ideology. That is how it works.
Human beings are born when heavenly life and earthly life are connected, heavenly love and earthly love
are connected, and heavenly lineage and earthly lineage are connected through the unity between the
horizontal true parent-centered ideology and the vertical God-centered ideology. That is why we are
beings with a dual structure. We consist of an internal person and an external person.
The internal person is the vertical self and the bodily person is the horizontal self. These are the fruit.

